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NEW QUESTION: 1
A user has launched an EC2 instance from an instance store
backed AMI. The user has attached an additional instance store
volume to the instance. The user wants to create an AMI from

the running instance. Will the AMI have the additional instance
store volume data?
A. It is not possible to attach an additional instance store
volume to the existing instance store backed AMI instance
B. Yes, the block device mapping will have information about
the additional instance store volume
C. No, since the instance store backed AMI can have only the
root volume bundled
D. No, since this is ephermal storage it will not be a part of
the AMI
Answer: B
Explanation:
When the user has launched an EC2 instance from an instance
store backed AMI and added an instance store volume to the
instance in addition to the root device volume, the block
device mapping for the new AMI contains the information for
these volumes as well. In addition, the block device mappings
for the instances those are launched from the new
AMI will automatically contain information for these volumes.

NEW QUESTION: 2
An existing EMC Avamar customer has a 7.8 TB single node
server. They have started a restore of a large amount of data
to a Microsoft Windows 2008 server. The restore rate is less
than what they were expecting. What should be checked to ensure
the restore is running as fast as possible?
A. Anti-virus software on-access scan is disabled
B. allnodes option is enabled
C. Size of the file cache and hash cache
D. No backups are running to the Avamar server
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Aussage ist wahr. Andernfalls wÃ¤hlen Sie Nein. HINWEIS: Jede
richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 4
An organization has many mobile users accessing Microsoft
Dynamics 365 via phone or tablet.
Microsoft Excel is not installed on the mobile devices.
The organization wants lo enable their users to view detailed

analytics with interactive slicers for ad hoc analysis for
their customers and opportunities using only the web browser.
Which action should you recommend?
A. Create the detailed analytics as a Dynamics Worksheet, and
distribute it to the users.
B. Create the detailed analytics as an Excel Template, and
instruct the users to download the template.
C. Create the detailed analytics as an Excel Template, and
instruct users to open the template with Excel Online.
D. Create the detailed analytics as a Report and instruct the
users to run the report when needed.
Answer: B
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